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Thomas Woolner, who had once been Rossctti's ally, joined the
Academy in 1871, and in 1877 became its professor of sculpture.
His statue of Mill on the Embankment in London shows the
doomed art of representation at a high level, using the common-
place for significant forms, while exactly adhering to an historical
record of how the subject looked and dressed. Two other sculp-
tors, who came to the fore in the eighties, were Hamo Thorny-
croft and A. W. Gilbert; the Gordon of the one in Trafalgar Square
(1885) and the Eros of the other at Piccadilly Circus (alaterwork,
not unveiled till 1893) have always ranked high among the
few good outdoor sculptures in London. Unfortunately none of
these men typified the prevalent sculpture of the period; which
was as bad as the buildings and furniture.
An art, in which a real English revival began at this time, was
music. In 1875 died Stcrndale Bennett, till then probably the
most gifted English composer since Purccll, though suclly steri-
lized by life in non-musical England. His work at the Royal
Academy of Music was nevertheless a seed-sowing; and after
1870 four men—Parry, Stanford, Mackenzie, and Sullivan—by
their compositions and teaching formed the beginnings of an
English school. By far the greatest musician among them was
Parry; and he was in a personal position, moreover, to effect a
much-needed improvement in the social and intellectual status
of musicians in his country. Any one reading George Eliot's
Daniel Deronda (1876) may see how even clown to that time, as for
most of two centuries before, the English tipper class held music
in Roman contempt as a field for foreigners and ill-bred under-
lings* But Parry belonged to the upper class himself; he was
educated at Eton and Oxford; he was a man of fine presence,
social gifts, and high all-round culture.1 At the same time good
musical teaching was extended beyond the Academy, In 1880
the Guildhall School of Music was started; and in 1883 the Royal
College of Music (with Parry and Stanford as professors) opened
a very important chapter indeed.
England had long been a lucrative visiting-ground for famous
foreign musicians. But in this period there were several who laid
her under a higher debt by helping materially in her musical
* See Mary Gladstone; Her Diaries and Letterst edited by Lucy Masterman (1930),
for many vivid pictures of music invading the governing daw (a* exemplified by
the Balfour, Lyttelton, and Gladstone families) and of Parry'* part in this* The
book is also a document for the influence of Burn&Jones.

